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I You are the Business Development Manager of Sch
major chain operates 137 restaumnts that cater to n
stress "home-style cooking at modest prices". Five
main office asked you to find out why sales were decl
to turn things around. Your findings and recommenda
to be presented in a memorandum report to the restau
go to the main office. Write your report for the res
Deira managed by Christopher Champ.

!/owsky's Restau" ntS'o Thisliddle-income 
ilies and

months ago, Sc lowsky's
lning and also to s ow how.tions 

for each res urant is
lrant manager. A opy will
taurant at Nasse Square,

( 30 maJrks )

n Rewrite the following sentences so as to make tI
effective.

lem simple, con~ife and

( 20 marks )

1.

There are many farmers in the area who are plan
which is scheduled for next Friday.

ning 

to attend the ~eeting

2.

There are many ways in which a student who
foreign students may come to know one.

is interested in footing

3.

Trouble is caused when people disobey rules tl
for the safety of all.

tat have been es~blished

4. The subjects that are considered most important I
have been shown to be useful to them after graduc

)~ 

students are thtse that!.non.
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5. Some people believe in capital punishment, 'while other people\ are against

it; there are many opinions on this subject.

6. Taylor brought some candy back from Europe. It wasn't s~aped like
American candy. The candy tasted kind of strange to him. \

7. Government leaders like to mention the crea1:ion of new jobs. f y claim that these new jobs indicate a strong economy. They don't m ntion that

low-wage jobs without benefits and securi~, have replaced y good
jobs.

8 A campus rally was attended by more than a thousand stud~ ts. Five

students were arrested by campus police fo;r disorderly cond ct, while

several others are charged by campus admirlistrators with or izing a
public meeting without being issued a permit to do so.-

9. A large number of people enjoy reading murd,~r mysteries regul ly. As a
rule, these people are not themselves murdere:rs, nor would the e people
really ever enjoy seeing someone commit an actual murder, n r would
most of them actually enjoy trying to solve an actual murd r. They
probably enjoy reading murder mysteries because of this reason: ey have
found a way to escape from the monotonous, boring routin of dull
everyday existence.

ill Answer briefly.

(a) What is the function of a report introduction?

( 4 marks)

~Define ethics, and explain what ethical communication does or d es not
cover.

(b)
6

( 6 marks)
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PARTB

I. Assume you are Mike Forrest, Sales Representative, 'Fitness Assoc ates',
Dubai. Fitness Associates sells fitness equipment and services to bu inesses.
You need to write a letter that generates new sales:.
Through a friend you learned that Crown Pizza is striving to reduce ealth
care bills by downsizing its employee insurance plan. However you ope to
convince the company that it would benefit from an on-site fitness ntre.
With regular exercise at an on-site fitness centre, employees lose weight and
improve overall health.
Write a sales letter to Ms. Kathleen Stewart, Human Resources Vice
President, Crown Pizza Company.
You may invent the necessary details. (20 marks)

II, In a meeting held on 30 May 2008, the Managing Director of 'Signal White',
Malaysia, decided to organize an international confl~rence of dentists. In this
regard the Managing Director wants to hold the seo)nd meeting with the
Executive Directors of various departments to discuss on six issues such as
budget, publicity, hospitality, etc...
The agenda for this meeting is circulated separately as an annexure.
As the secretary, Mr Robin Mathew, draft a notice.

(1) a notice (7 marks)
(2) Write the minutes of the above meeting (25 marb)

Mention two differences between an abstract and a summary of a report.
(4 marks)

ill.

What is information overload and how can it be over,come? (4 marks)IV.
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Note: Answer all Questions. Only the mescribed text book i!~Uowed.

I. The National Literary Trust is concerned that the young people's love for reading is
declining. The Trust wants to conduct a survey among youn~; people (13yrs-18yrs of age)
to explore their attitude towards reading, their reading prefefl~nces, what would motivate
them to read more, etc.

As a member of The National Literacy Trust design a questiclnnaire containing 15
questions to meet the above mentioned objective. (20 marks)

II Write a precis of the following passage in clear, connected English. Please
indicate the number of words used at the end of the precis you have written.

( 20 marks)

For all industrial development we need power, and the ultimate restriction on
power is the fuel from which it is extracted. Is then~ enough fuel to satisfy our
ever-growing hunger for power? For conventional fuels such as wood, coal, and
oil, the answer is quite clearly 'No'. The world's known stock of oil is only
sufficient to last sixty years at the present rate of consumption and the rate of
consumption keeps going up and up. We are burning too much wood already, and
the earth's known fuel-wood forests would be consUll1ed soon. Coal is still in fair
supply, but in some areas -notably England -it is be(:oming increasingly difficult
to mine it, and therefore uneconomical.

Besides fuel as a source of power, there is the device for harnessing
energy from rapidly flowing water. Few sources of water power remain untapped,
and the power they yield meets only a fraction of our total need. Moreover, it is
not very dependable, because water storing in reservoirs depends on rains, which
are sometimes freakish.

Conventional fuels release energy by combustion, but fission makes use of
another kind of fuel, remarkable for its concentration of power. All fissionable
material is extracted or manufactured from two elements, uranium and thorium,



and the world has plentiful stock of them. But ever
There is probably enough to last for several centUI
known up till now converts only one-tenth of one r
Complete conversion of fissionable fuels into en
laboratory level only. If it can be harnessed into
pound of fissionable fuel would be equivalent to thre

Now the scientists' quest is to find out son
using these fuels outside the laboratory on indt
fissionable material is gone, what then? There is no
continually pouring solar energy on earth: we have
Those who think that man will one day be left win
not far-sighted enough.

so they will not last forever.les. 
Fission in the techniques

lercent of its fuel into energy.
~rgy is known at present at
practical power device, onee 
billion pounds of coal.Ie 
more efficient process for!Strial 

scale. But after even
reason to despair. The sun is
only to gather and harness it.
lout any source of power are

f

( 362 words)

f
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II.

III. Define the terms ethical dilemma and ethical lapse wi1:h the help of an example.

(6 marks)

IV.

v. Briefly explain any four categories of Kinesics. (8 marks)

.l1asea on the concepts from 'Communication Barriers:'; identify and explain the
barrier. Also mention what could have been done to ensure proper
communication. (6 marks)


